For over 40 years CGI has worked at the heart of UK public safety and law enforcement, driving
innovation to help law enforcement meet the challenges of 21st Century Policing. We have a unique
capability, born of the expertise of our experts and our experience working across the criminal justice
system. Having delivered the likes of ‘National Citizen Engagement Tools’ [The Netherlands], ‘Case
Management’ [France], ‘Traffic Offence Reporting Tools’ [Denmark] & ‘Enterprise Content Management
Solutions’ [Finland & US], CGI has unrivalled experience helping public safety and law enforcement
agencies protect the public and the most vulnerable in our society.
In today’s complex trans-border policing environment of ‘the public-private-and online’, CGI’s role is law
enforcements partner in optimising its data and information management. Using cutting edge skills and
technology such as advanced analytics, intelligent automation and inter-active visualisation tools, we
enable policing organisations to gain a decisive-policing advantage over those wishing to cause harm to
Canada and it’s communities. Our services, solutions and enterprise architecture approaches allow
organisations to efficiently and effectively exploit their data, readily create usable information, and
execute on timely and accurate actionable intelligence.
There is no better evidence of that coming together than with the UK’s “Police National Database”,
arguably the most comprehensive single national law enforcement intelligence system in the world. CGI
has designed, built and operated this system for UK Policing for over 11 years. Bringing together over
250 intelligence and information systems from all 55 law enforcement agencies, we provide officers with
real-time access to over 4.7 billion law enforcement records, with over one billion system-recognised
associated links and relationships; allowing officers to have not only the most comprehensive real time
view, but providing immediate visibility of all the relevant relationships, risks, opportunities and
interdiction points. Continually updated with the likes of facial searching capability, bulk and smart
searching, with over 10 Million searches conducted annually, CGI is proud to bring the power of desilo’ed intelligence into the hands of officers in every corner of the UK.
To learn more about how CGI helps law enforcement and can support you, please contact Peter Merry,
Director of National Community Safety, CGI Canada [p.merry@cgi.com / 613 296 6748]
Founded in 1976 in Canada, CGI is among the largest IT and business consulting services firms in the
world.
We are insights-driven and outcomes-based to help accelerate returns on your investments. Across 21
industry sectors in 400 locations worldwide, our 76,000 professionals provide comprehensive, scalable
and sustainable IT and business consulting services that are informed globally and delivered locally.

